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Abstract
The quartic gauge boson couplings in the SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N models are pre-
sented. We find that the couplings of four differrent gauge bosons may have unusual
Lorentz structure and the couplings sastify the tree unitarity requirement at high energy
limit.
1 Introduction
Although the standard model (SM) of electroweak interactions has been verified to great
precision in the recent years at LEP, SLC and other places, there remain a few unanswered
questions concerning the generation structure of quarks and leptons. In particular the question
of the number of generations remains open and few progress has been made towards the under-
standing of the interrelation between generations. Amongst the possible extensions beyond the
SM, the models based on the SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N (3 – 3 – 1) gauge group [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
are interesting from this point of view. They have the following intriguing features: Firstly, the
models are anomaly free only if the number of generations N is a multiple of three. If further
one adds the condition of QCD asymptotic freedom, which is valid only if the number of gener-
ations of quarks is to be less than five, it follows that N is equal to 3. The second characteristic
of these models is that one generation of quarks is treated differently from two others. This
could lead to a natural explanation for the unbalancing heavy top quarks, deviations of Ab from
the SM prediction,...
In the SM, electroweak gauge bosons are introduced to preserve the local SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
symmetry. As a result, there is a universality among the couplings of the fermions to the gauge
bosons, the three gauge bosons, and the four gauge bosons. This universality forms the basis of
the success of the SM. So far the fermion-gauge-boson couplings were tested precisely at various
colliders, however the direct measurement of the self-couplings of the gauge bosons is not precise
enough to test the SM at loop level. The measurements performed at LEP1 have provided us
with an extremely accurate knowledge of the parameters of the Z gauge boson: its mass, partial
widths, and total width. There even is first evidence that the contributions of gauge-boson
loops to the gauge-boson self-energies are indeed required [6]. Thus, an indirect confirmation
of the existence of the trilinear gauge couplings (TGC’s) has been obtained. Deviation of non-
abelian couplings from expectation would signal new physics. In addition, tests of the trilinear
∗On leave of absence from Department of Physics, Hanoi University of Education, Hanoi, Vietnam
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couplings aim at checking the non-abelian gauge structure, while quartic ones will provide
important information on the nature of spontaneous symmetry breaking. In [7] the TGCs in
the minimal model and in the 3 - 3 - 1 model with right-handed neutrinos have been presented.
The TGCs and quartic gauge couplings (QGCs) in the minimal 3 - 3 - 1 model in a Ue(1)
covariant gauge were used in consideration of the static electromagnetic properties of the W
boson [8].
In this paper we present a complete set of the QGCs in two main versions† of the 3 - 3 - 1
models. We will show that the tree unitarity requirement will be satisfied in all scatterings of
longitudinal components of the vector gauge bosons.
2 Quartic gauge boson couplings in the 3 - 3 - 1 models
We outline two kinds of 3 – 3 – 1 models: the minimal proposed by Pisano, Pleitez and
Frampton [2, 3], and the model with right-handed neutrinos [4].
A. The minimal 3 – 3 – 1 model
The model treats the leptons as the SU(3)L antitriplet [3, 12]
faL =


eaL
−νaL
(ec)aL

 ∼ (1, 3∗, 0); a = 1, 2, 3. (1)
Two of the three quark generations transform as triplets and the third generation is treated
differently - in antitriplet:
QiL =


uiL
diL
DiL

 ∼ (3, 3,−1
3
), (2)
uiR ∼ (3, 1, 2/3), diR ∼ (3, 1,−1/3), DiR ∼ (3, 1,−4/3), i = 1, 2,
Q3L =


d3L
−u3L
TL

 ∼ (3, 3∗, 2/3), (3)
u3R ∼ (3, 1, 2/3), d3R ∼ (3, 1,−1/3), TR ∼ (3, 1, 5/3).
At the nine gauge bosonsW a(a = 1, 2, ..., 8) and B of SU(3)L and U(1)N , four are light: photon
A, Z and W±. The remaining five are new gauge bosons Z ′, Y ± and doubly charged bilepton
X±±. They are expressed in terms of W a and B as ‡√
2 W+µ = W
1
µ − iW 2µ ,
√
2 Y +µ =W
6
µ − iW 7µ ,√
2 X++µ = W
4
µ − iW 5µ . (4)
In addition to these, neutral gauge bosons are photon, Z and Z ′ [12]:
Aµ = sWW
3
µ + cW
(√
3 tW W
8
µ +
√
1− 3 t2W Bµ
)
,
Zµ = cWW
3
µ − sW
(√
3 tW W
8
µ +
√
1− 3 t2W Bµ
)
,
Z ′µ = −
√
1− 3 t2W W 8µ +
√
3 tW Bµ, (5)
†For recent proposed 3 -3 -1 models see [9]
‡The leptons may be assigned a triplet as in [2], however two models are mathematically identical.
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where we denoted sW ≡ sin θW , cW ≡ cos θW , tW ≡ tan θW .
The physical states are mixtures of Z and Z ′:
Z1 = Z cosφ− Z ′ sin φ,
Z2 = Z sinφ+ Z
′ cosφ,
where φ is a mixing angle.
The mixing angle has to be very small [12] −1.6 × 10−2 ≤ φ ≤ 7 × 10−4, so that, we can
safetly neglect the mixing. It is interesting to note that in this model sin2 θW (mZ2) should be
less than 1/4, and it leads to mZ2 ≤ 3.1 TeV. Moreover, from the muon decay experiment [14],
mY is found to be at least 230 GeV at 90 % CL. The spontaneous symmetry breaking yields a
splitting on the bileptons masses [10]
|M2X −M2Y | ≤ 3 m2W . (6)
The quartic couplings arise from
LQGC = g
2
4
fabc fade Wbµ Wcν W
dµ W eν. (7)
Expressing W a (a = 1, 2, ..., 8) in terms of physical fields thank to Eqs (4) and (5), after
straightforward but tedious calculation we get
1
g2
LminQGC =
1
2
(
W+.W−W+.W− −W+.W+W−.W−
)
+
1
2
(
Y +.Y −Y +.Y − − Y +.Y +Y −.Y −
)
+
1
2
(
X++.X−−X++.X−− −X++.X++X−−.X−−
)
+
1
2
(
W+.W−Y +.Y − +W+.Y +W−.Y − − 2W+.Y −W−.Y +
)
+
1
2
(
W+.W−X++.X−− +W+.X−−W−.X++ − 2W+.X++W−.X−−
)
+
1
2
(
Y +.Y −X++.X−− + Y +.X−−Y −.X++ − 2Y +.X++Y −.X−−
)
− s2W
[(
A.W+A.W− − A.AW+.W−
)
+
(
A.Y +A.Y − − A.AY +.Y −
)]
− 4s2W
(
A.X++A.X−− −A.AX++.X−−
)
− c2W
(
Z.W+Z.W− − Z.ZW+.W−
)
− (cW − 3sW tW )
2
4
[(
Z.Y +Z.Y − − Z.ZY +.Y −
)
+
(
Z.X++Z.X−− − Z.ZX++.X−−
)]
− 3
4
(
1− 3t2W
) [(
Z ′.Y +Z ′.Y − − Z ′.Z ′Y +.Y −
)
+
(
Z ′.X++Z ′.X−− − Z ′.Z ′X++.X−−
)]
− cW sW
(
A.W+Z.W− + A.W−Z.W+ − 2A.ZW+.W−
)
+
1
2
sW (cW + 3sW tW )
(
A.Y +Z.Y − + A.Y −Z.Y + − 2A.ZY +.Y −
)
− sW (cW − 3sW tW )
(
A.X++Z.X−− + A.X−−Z.X++ − 2A.ZX++.X−−
)
+
1
2
sW
√
3(1− 3t2W )
(
A.Y +Z ′.Y − + A.Y −Z ′.Y + − 2A.Z ′Y +.Y −
)
+ sW
√
3(1− 3t2W )
(
A.X++Z ′.X−− + A.X−−Z ′.X++ − 2A.Z ′X++.X−−
)
− 1
4
(cW + 3sW tW )
√
3(1− 3t2W )
(
Z.Y +Z ′.Y − + Z.Y −Z ′.Y + − 2Z.Z ′Y +.Y −
)
3
+
1
4
(cW − 3sW tW )
√
3(1− 3t2W )
(
Z.X++Z ′.X−− + Z.X−−Z ′.X++ − 2Z.Z ′X++.X−−
)
+
1
4
√
6(1− 3t2W )
(
Z ′.Y +W+.X−− + Z ′.X−−W+.Y + − 2Z ′.W+Y +.X−−
)
+
3sW√
2
(
A.W+Y +.X−− −A.Y +W+.X−−
)
+
3
2
√
2
[
sW tW
(
Z.Y +W+.X−− + Z.X−−W+.Y + − 2Z.W+Y +.X−−
)
+ cW
(
Z.X−−W+.Y + − Z.Y +W+.X−−
)]
+ h.c (8)
where the following notation was used: X.Y ≡ XµY µ.
The vertices in this model are listed in Table 1. In our assumption, all charged boson lines
are taken to be entering into the vertices. We remind that in the SM the QGCs contain two
parts: the first is coupling strenght ∝ g2 and the second is common denoted by Sµν,ρλ in the
Cheng & Li textbook [13].
Table 1: Quartic couplings in the minimal 3 – 3 – 1 model
Vertex coupling constant/g2
W+µ W
−
ν W
+
α W
−
β Sµα,νβ
Y +µ Y
−
ν Y
+
α Y
−
β Sµα,νβ
X++µ X
−−
ν X
++
α X
−−
β Sµα,νβ
W+µ W
−
ν Y
+
α Y
−
β Sµβ,να/2
W+µ W
−
ν X
++
α X
−−
β Sµα,νβ/2
Y +µ Y
−
ν X
++
α X
−−
β Sµα,νβ/2
γµγνW
+
α W
−
β −s2WSµν,αβ
γµγνY
+
α Y
−
β −s2WSµν,αβ
γµγνX
++
α X
−−
β −4s2WSµν,αβ
ZµZνW
+
α W
−
β −c2WSµν,αβ
ZµZνY
+
α Y
−
β −(cW − 3sW tW )2Sµν,αβ/4
ZµZνX
++
α X
−−
β −(cW − 3sW tW )2Sµν,αβ/4
Z ′µZ
′
νY
+
α Y
−
β −3(1− 3t2W )Sµν,αβ/4
Z ′µZ
′
νX
++
α X
−−
β −3(1− 3t2W )Sµν,αβ/4
γµZνW
+
α W
−
β −cW sWSµν,αβ
γµZνY
+
α Y
−
β sW (cW + 3sW tW )Sµν,αβ/2
γµZνX
++
α X
−−
β −sW (cW − 3sW tW )Sµν,αβ
γµZ
′
νY
+
α Y
−
β sW
√
(3− 9t2W )Sµν,αβ/2
γµZ
′
νX
++
α X
−−
β sW
√
(3− 9t2W )Sµν,αβ
ZµZ
′
νY
+
α Y
−
β −(cW + 3sW tW )
√
(3− 9t2W )Sµν,αβ/4
ZµZ
′
νX
++
α X
−−
β (cW − 3sW tW )
√
(3− 9t2W )Sµν,αβ/4
Z ′µW
+
ν Y
+
α X
−−
β
√
6(1− 3t2W )Sµν,αβ/4
γµW
+
ν Y
+
α X
−−
β 3sWVµναβ/
√
2
ZµW
+
ν Y
+
α X
−−
β 3 (sW tWSµν,αβ + cWUµβνα) /(2
√
2)
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Here the following notations were used
Sµν,αβ ≡ gµαgνβ + gµβgνα − 2gµνgαβ,
Vµναβ ≡ gµνgαβ − gµαgνβ,
Uµβνα ≡ gµβgνα − gµαgνβ. (9)
From Table 1, we see that the two last vertices γWYX and ZWYX are not proportional
to the usual Sµα,νβ , that is why we call it unusual Lorentz structure. Sµα,νβ is symmetric in
permutation of µ and α, and in permutation of ν and β, so the usual quartic gauge boson
vertices (exclusive of two mentioned ones) are symmetric in permutation of two particles with
the same electric charges.
B. The model with right-handed neutrinos
In this model, leptons are in a triplet:
faL =

 ν
a
L
eaL
(νcL)
a

 ∼ (1, 3,−1/3), eaR ∼ (1, 1,−1). (10)
The first two generations of quarks are in antitriplets while the third one is in a triplet:
QiL =


diL
−uiL
DiL

 ∼ (3, 3∗, 0), (11)
uiR ∼ (3, 1, 2/3), diR ∼ (3, 1,−1/3), DiR ∼ (3, 1,−1/3), i = 1, 2,
Q3L =


u3L
d3L
TL

 ∼ (3, 3, 1/3), (12)
u3R ∼ (3, 1, 2/3), d3R ∼ (3, 1,−1/3), TR ∼ (3, 1, 2/3).
The doubly charged bileptons of the minimal model are replaced here by complex neutral ones:
√
2 W+µ = W
1
µ − iW 2µ ,
√
2 Y −µ =W
6
µ − iW 7µ ,√
2 Xoµ = W
4
µ − iW 5µ . (13)
For a shorthand notation, hereafter we will use Xo ≡ X .
The physical neutral gauge bosons are again related to Z,Z ′ through the mixing angle
φ. Together with the photon, these are defined as follows [5]:
Aµ = sWW
3
µ + cW

− tW√
3
W 8µ +
√
1− t
2
W
3
Bµ

 ,
Zµ = cWW
3
µ − sW

− tW√
3
W 8µ +
√
1− t
2
W
3
Bµ

 , (14)
Z ′µ =
√
1− t
2
W
3
W 8µ +
tW√
3
Bµ.
The symmetry-breaking hierarchy gives us splitting on the bileptons masses [11]
|M2X −M2Y | ≤ m2W . (15)
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Therefore in the future studies it is acceptable to put MX ≃ MY .
The constraint on the Z −Z ′ mixing based on the Z decay, is given [5]: −2.8× 10−3 ≤ φ ≤
1.8× 10−4, and in this model we have not only a limit for sin2 θW but also the upper limit for
new gauge bosons.
From neutrino-electron scattering one gets a lower limit for MZ2 in the range of 400 GeV,
and the muon decay data [14] gives a lower bound for Y bosons: 230 GeV (90 % CL). The
symmetry-breaking hierarchy gives us a bilepton mass splitting: mY ≃ mX (at least at the tree
level) [11]
|M2X −M2Y | ≤ m2W . (16)
The similar cumbersome calculation gives the QGCs in this model:
1
g2
LrhnQGC =
1
2
[(
W+.W−W+.W− −W+.W+W−.W−
)
+
(
Y +.Y −Y +.Y − − Y +.Y +Y −.Y −
)
+ (X.X∗X.X∗ −X.XX∗.X∗) +
(
W+.W−X.X∗ +W+.XW−.X∗ − 2W+.X∗W−.X
)
+
(
Y +.Y −X.X∗ + Y +.XY −.X∗ − 2Y +.X∗Y −.X
)
+
(
W+.W−X.X∗ +W+.XW−.X∗ − 2W+.X∗W−.X
)]
− s2W
[(
A.W+A.W− − A.AW+.W−
)
+
(
A.Y +A.Y − − A.AY +.Y −
)]
− c2W
(
Z.W+Z.W− − Z.ZW+.W−
)
− cos
2 2θW
4c2W
(
Z.Y +Z.Y − − Z.ZY +.Y −
)
− 1
4c2W
(Z.X∗Z.X − Z.ZX.X∗) + 3− t
2
W
4
[(
Z ′.Y +Z ′.Y − − Z ′.Z ′Y +.Y −
)
+ (Z ′.XZ ′.X∗ − Z ′.Z ′X.X∗)]
− cW sW
(
A.W−Z.W+ + A.W+Z.W− − 2A.ZW+.W−
)
− tW
2
cos 2θW
(
A.Y −Z.Y + + A.Y +Z.Y − − 2A.ZY +.Y −
)
+
sW
2
√
3− t2W
(
A.Y −Z ′.Y + + A.Y +Z ′.Y − − 2A.Z ′Y +.Y −
)
− cos 2θW
4cW
√
3− t2W
(
Z.Y −Z ′.Y + + Z.Y +Z ′.Y − − 2Z.Z ′Y +.Y −
)
+
√
3− t2W
4cW
(Z.X∗Z ′.X + Z.XZ ′.X∗ − 2Z.Z ′X.X∗)
− sW√
2
(
A.Y −X∗.W+ + A.W+X∗.Y − − 2A.X∗W+.Y −
)
−
√
(3− t2W )
8
(
Z ′.X∗W+.Y − + Z ′.Y −X∗.W+ − 2Z ′.W+X∗.Y −
)
− sW tW
2
√
2
(
Z.X∗W+.Y − + Z.Y −W+.X∗ − 2Z.W+X∗.Y −
)
+
cW
2
√
2
(
Z.Y −W+.X∗ − Z.X∗W+.Y −
)
+ h.c (17)
As before, the QGCs in the considered model are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: Quartic couplings in the 3 – 3 – 1 model with right-handed neutrinos
Vertex coupling constant/g2
W+µ W
−
ν W
+
α W
−
β Sµα,νβ
Y +µ Y
−
ν Y
+
α Y
−
β Sµα,νβ
XµX
∗
νXαX
∗
β Sµα,νβ
W+µ W
−
ν Y
+
α Y
−
β Sµα,νβ/2
W+µ W
−
ν XαX
∗
β Sµα,νβ/2
Y +µ Y
−
ν XαX
∗
β Sµβ,να/2
γµγνW
+
α W
−
β −s2WSµν,αβ
γµγνY
+
α Y
−
β −s2WSµν,αβ
ZµZνW
+
α W
−
β −c2WSµν,αβ
ZµZνY
+
α Y
−
β − cos2 2θSµν,αβ/(4c2W )
ZµZνXαX
∗
β −Sµν,αβ/(4c2W )
Z ′µZ
′
νY
+
α Y
−
β (3− t2W )Sµν,αβ/4
Z ′µZ
′
νXαX
∗
β (3− t2W )Sµν,αβ/4
γµZνW
+
α W
−
β −sW cWSµν,αβ
γµZνY
+
α Y
−
β −tW cos 2θWSµν,αβ/2
γµZ
′
νY
+
α Y
−
β sW
√
3− t2WSµν,αβ/2
ZµZ
′
νY
+
α Y
−
β − cos 2θW
√
3− t2WSµν,αβ/(4cW )
ZµZ
′
νXαX
∗
β
√
3− t2WSµν,αβ/(4cW )
Z ′µX
∗
νW
+
α Y
−
β −
√
(3− t2W )Sµα,νβ/(2
√
2)
γµX
∗
νW
+
α Y
−
β −sWSµν,αβ/
√
2
ZµW
+
ν X
∗
αY
−
β − (sW tWSµν,αβ − cWVµβνα) /(2
√
2)
Our next step is to show that the vertices given here justify the unitarity requirement. For
this purpose we show that the cancellation over quartic divergences in high energy scattering
of gauge bosons.
3 Quartic divergence cancellation in high energy limit
In this section we show that the above presented QGCs satisfy tree unitarity requirement.
For our purpose we consider processes in which two gauge bosons are in the initial and in the
final state
V (p1, m1) + V (p2, m2)→ V (k1, m3) + V (k2, m4), (18)
where momentum and mass of the corresponding particle are put in the bracket. Here V stands
for gauge bosons in these models: γ, Z,W,X, Y . As usual we denote the Mandelstam variables
s = (p1 + p2)
2, t = (p1 − k1)2, u = (p1 − k2)2 (19)
which satisfy the relation
s+ t + u =
4∑
i=1
m2i . (20)
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In the center of mass frame in which p1 = −p2 ≡ p,k1 = −k2 ≡ k, the differential cross section
is given by (
dσ
dΩ
)
cm
=
|M |2
64π2s
|k|
|p|S. (21)
Here M is shorthand notation for the invariant amplitude 〈f ||M ||i〉 and S = ∏a 1/la! where la
is the number of identical particles of type a in the final state. From (21) it is clear that in
the high energy limit s≫ m2i the unitarity requests M ∼ O(1). In other words, the amplitude
M cannot contain the terms proportional to s
m2
i
or s
2
m4
i
. It is known that for four gauge boson
scattering the terms ∝ s2 arise only from purely gauge boson contribution (from Feynman
diagrams (1a)–(1d) in figure 1), while the terms ∝ s arise from both gauge boson contribution
and the Higgs and would-be pseudo-Goldstone boson ones (Fig. 1e – 1g). The massless vector
bosons have only two components, while the massive ones have three: two transver and one
longitudinal components. The longitudinal component plays a special role: namely in the high
energy limit, they give the main contributions. For this reason the longitudinal components
are usually used in estimation of high energy behaviour of scattering amplitudes. In this paper,
therefore we shall consider two cases.
3.1 Scattering of massive gauge bosons
In the high energy limit, the component of vector of longitudinal polarization is given
ǫµL(k) =
kµ
m
+O
(
m
k0
)
(22)
Since the component of kµ are growing as |k|, the “bad” behaviour of the amplitude concerns
with longitudinal vector bosons. For this reason hereafter we are only working with ǫµL(k).
We have checked that tree unitarity is satisfied for all possible processes such like in (18).
For illustration we consider the following processes
ZL(p1, mZ) +W
+
L (p2, mW )→ X++L (k1, mX) + Y −L (k2, mY ) (23)
in the minimal model and
ZL(p1, mZ) +W
+
L (p2, mW )→ X0L(k1, mX) + Y +L (k2, mY ) (24)
in the model with right-handed neutrinos. The subscript L added to the fields indicates the
longitudinal component of the vector bosons.
Now we turn to the process (23). At the tree level the Feynman diagrams are depicted
in Figure 1.
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
W+
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
a
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
X−
b
8
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
d
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
Y −
c
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
G+W
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
e
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
G++X
f
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
G+Y
X++L (k1)
Y +L (k2)
g
Fig. 1 Tree-level diagrams for the process ZLW
+
L → X++L Y −L .
Here the wave line represents gauge boson and the dashed line - pseudo-Goldstone boson
associated with the gauge boson
Using the Feynman-t’Hooft gauge, the contributions from Figs. 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d are given,
respectively
M1a = gWWZgWXY
(u− t)s
4mZmWmYmX
+O
(
s
m2i
)
(25)
M1b = gZXXgWXY
(u− s)t
4mZmWmYmX
+O
(
s
m2i
)
(26)
M1c = gZY Y gWXY
(t− s)u
4mZmWmYmX
+O
(
s
m2i
)
(27)
M1d =
gZWXY
4mZmWmYmXcW
[
3s2W (2s
2 − u2 − t2) + 3c2W (u2 − t2)
]
+O
(
s
m2i
)
(28)
With the TGCs given in [7] (see Appendix, Table 3) and the QGCs given in this work we
see that the quartic divergences are indeed vanished.
For process (24), the Feynman diagrams are depicted in Fig.2
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W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
W+
Y +L (k2)
X0L(k1)
a
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
Y +L (k2)
X0L(k1)
X−
b
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
Y +L (k2)
X0L(k1)
d
W+L (p2)
ZL(p1)
Y +L (k2)
X0L(k1)
Y −
c
+ three diagrams with inserting pseudo-Goldstone bossons
Fig. 2 Tree-level diagrams for the process ZLW
+
L → X0LY +L .
In exactly the same way, using TGCs in Table 4, it is elementary exercise to show that the
quartic divergences are cancelled.
3.2 Processes with massless photon
For the process involved photon, the above manipulation are not applicable. Let us consider
in detail the following process:
γ(p1, 0) +W
+
L (p2, mW )→ X++L (k1, mX) + Y −L (k2, mY ) (29)
The Feynman diagrams for the above process are shown in Fig.3
W+L (p2)
γ(p1)
W+
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
a
W+L (p2)
γ(p1)
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
X−−
b
W+L (p2)
γ(p1)
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
d
W+L (p2)
γ(p1)
Y −L (k2)
X++L (k1)
Y −
c
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+ three diagrams with inserting pseudo-Goldstone bossons
Fig. 3 Tree-level diagrams for the process AW+L → X++L Y −L .
In the Feynman-t’Hooft gauge, the diagrams in Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c give the following contri-
butions
M3a = gWWγgWXY
s[k1.ǫ(p1)− k2.ǫ(p1)]
2mWmYmX
+O(1)
M3b = −gXXγgWXY t[k2.ǫ(p1) + p2.ǫ(p1)]
2mWmYmX
+O(1)
M3c = −gY Y γgWXY u[k1.ǫ(p1) + p2.ǫ(p1)]
2mWmYmX
+O(1)
M3d = gγWXY
[uk2.ǫ(p1) + sp2.ǫ(p1)]
2mWmYmX
+O(1). (30)
Noting that t = −(s+u) and using momentum conservation we see that the leading divergence
is cancelled
M3a +M3b +M3c +M3d = 0.
With the above manipulation one can check that vertices of gauge boson self-interaction satisfy
unitarity requirment at the tree level.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a complete set of quartic gauge boson couplings in both 3
- 3 -1 models. We have shown there exist four-different gauge boson couplings with unusual
Lorentz structure. By consideration of scattering of longitudinal vector bosons and as well as
the massless photons we have deduced that at the tree level the quartic divergences are can-
celled and then the unitarity is satisfied. It is worth to mention that QGCs which contain the
interactions between the SM gauge bosons and the bileptons in the minimal 3 - 3 -1 model were
presented in [8], and their results are consistent with ours. Other couplings were not presented
there. We hope that the results in this paper are useful for anyone interested in studying pro-
cesses involving these couplings.
One of the authors (D. V. S.) expresses sincere gratitude to the Nishina Memorial founda-
tion for financial support. He would like also to thank Professor T. Inami and Department of
Physics, Chuo University for warm hospitality during his visit as a Nishina fellow. This work
was supported in part by National Council for Natural Sciences of Vietnam.
Appendix
In this appendix we rewrite trilinear gauge boson couplings (TGCs) in the 3 - 3 - 1 models [7].
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Table 3: Trilinear couplings in the minimal 3 – 3 – 1 model.
Vertex coupling constant/e
γW+W− 1
ZW+W− 1/tW
γY +Y − 1
ZY +Y − −(1 + 2s2W )/ sin 2θW
γX++X−− 2
ZX++X−− (1− 4s2W )/ sin 2θW
Z ′Y +Y − −
√
3(1− 4t2W )/(2sW )
Z ′X++X−− −
√
3(1− 4t2W )/(2sW )
X−−Y +W+ 1/(
√
2 sW )
X++W−Y − 1/(
√
2 sW )
Table 4: Trilinear couplings in the 3 – 3 – 1 model with RH neutrinos.
Vertex coupling constant/e
γW+W− 1
ZW+W− 1/tW
γY +Y − 1
ZY +Y − 1/ tan 2θW
ZXX∗ −1/ sin 2θW
Z ′Y +Y − −
√
(3− t2W )/(2sW )
Z ′XX∗ −
√
(3− t2W )/(2sW )
XW−Y + 1/(
√
2 sW )
X∗Y −W+ 1/(
√
2 sW )
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